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In this paper we define a robust conditional location functional without requiring 
any moment condition. We apply the nonparametric proposals considered by 
C. Stone (Ann. Statist. 5 (1977), 595-645) to this functional equation in order 
to obtain strongly consistent, robust nonparametric estimates of the regression 
function. We give some examples by using nearest neighbor weights or weights 
based on kernel methods under no assumptions whatsoever on the probability 
measure of the vector (X, Y). We also derive strong convergence rates and the 
asymptotic distribution of the proposed estimates. e 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One approach to robust estimation, is to define “robust” parameters as 
was done, for example, by R. Beran [ 1 ] for his minimax proposals. More 
precisely, denote by 9 a class of probability measures and by {P, } 0 E 8 c 9 
a given model where 8 is a parameter space. Then, a “robust” parameter 
may be viewed as a weakly continuous functional T: .9 + 8 such that its 
value at the ideal model {P,} 0e 8 is the parameter to be estimated, 
i.e., T( Pe) = 6. Consistent and asymptotically robust estimators (ASR- 
estimators) as defined in Cox [IS], Papantoni-Kazakos and Gray [20] and 
Boente, Fraiman, and Yohai [3] are obtained by applying these 
functionals to the empirical distribution function. 
For example, the M-functionals for location (Huber [ 161) correspond to 
T(P) as the solution of j Ii/(x - T(P)) dP = 0, where $: R + R is a bounded 
and continuous function. If P, is the empirical distribution obtained from a 
given sample Xi, . . . . X,,, T(P,) give us the usual M-estimator, solution of 
(l/n) C;= 1 $(Xi - T(P,)) = 0. It is well known that when PO is symmetric 
around 8 and $ is an odd and monotone non-decreasing function we have 
that T(Po) E 8. Then, from the weak continuity of the M-functional we 
obtain the consistency and the ASR of the corresponding estimates. 
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This is the approach that we will follow in this paper. We want to define 
a robust conditional location functional and to obtain from it robust and 
nonparametric estimators of the conditional expectation. As is well known 
in regression or autoregression models the regression curve is usually given 
by the conditional expectation and is estimated by a weighted average of 
the response variables. As these methods are highly sensitive to large 
fluctuations in the data, robust nonparametric alternatives seem necessary. 
Let (X, Y) be a pair of random variables such that X is Rd valued and 
YE R, defined on a probability space (9, -c9, P). It is well known that if 
E( 1 YI ) < cc the equation defining the conditional expectation is given by 
the Radon-Nikodym theorem as the unique a(X)-measurable function 
such that 
s (Y-E(YIX))dP=O VA E a(X), (1.1) A 
where a(X) is the a-algebra generated by X, or equivalently as the unique 
c( X)-measurable function E( 1 a(X))[ P,,] = E( Y I X) that satisfies 
E(h(X)(Y-E(YIX)))=O V integrable functions h, (1.2) 
where P,, denotes the distribution of the pair (X, Y) and P, is the 
corresponding marginal distribution of X. 
This definition requires E(I Yl) c co, and the functional E(lo(X))[ .] 
given by (1.2) is not weakly continuous. Two simple examples will illustrate 
it. The first one is to consider {p,: n 2 1 } and p probabilities on the real 
line such that p,, + w  p, where + w  stands for weak convergence, and 
J IyI &(y) c co, s 1 yl dpn(y) = + cc. The second is obtained by taking 
o(X) = {Sz, #}. In this case E( YI X) = E( Y) and then the corresponding 
functional defines the usual mean. 
In Section 2, following Huber’s [16] proposal for location, we define a 
robust conditional location functional without requiring any moment 
condition. As we shall show, this definition is not vacuous and corresponds 
to weakly continuous functionals E$( la(A'))[PxY] = E$( YI X) defined as 
the unique o(X)-measurable function that satisfies 
mJ3 Y8( y- m YI WM~))) = 0 (1.3) 
for any integrable function h, where tj: R + R is a strictly increasing, 
bounded, and continuous function, and s(X) is a robust measure of 
conditional scale. If $ is odd and the conditional distribution function 
F(y I X= x) is symmetric around g(x), we have that ,!?( YI X= x) = g(x). 
Then if E( Y I X) exists both definitions are the same. 
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In Theorem 2.1 we show the existence, uniqueness, and measurability of 
the solution of (1.3). Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 provide a method for obtaining 
consistency and strong convergence rates of robust nonparametric 
estimates from the corresponding results for conditional empirical 
distribution functions. 
In Section 3 we obtain strongly consistent robust nonparametric 
estimators of the conditional expectation by applying the functional 
equation (1.3) to the empirical distributions considered by C. Stone [24]. 
More precisely, given a random sample (Xi, Yr), . . . . (X,,, Y,) from the 
distribution of (X, Y), the conditional distribution P( . ( X) of Y given X is 
estimated nonparametrically by C. Stone by 
pn(A I -V = i wni(x) zA( yi)2 AEd, (1.4) 
i=l 
where the weight function W, is of the form W,,i(X) = W,JX, X,, . . . . X,) 
1~ i< n, and weights those values of i for which Xi is close to X more 
heavily than those values of i for which Xi is far from X. As noted above, 
the usual estimates of the conditional expectation, Cl=, Wni(X) Yi, are a 
type of weighted average of Y;, and therefore are very sensitive to large 
fluctuations in the response variables, Y, particularly when Xi is close to X. 
Brillinger, who discusses C. Stone’s paper [24], pointed out that 
M-estimates of the conditional expectation were desirable in order to 
achieve robustness against outliers. In this section, we estimate the value of 
the regression function by g,(X) = @( Y 1 X), the solution of 
i=l 
where s,(X) is a scale measure of the conditional empirical distribution. 
The main purpose of this section is to include the nearest neighbor 
families studied by Stone [24], and the k-nearest neighbor with kernel 
weights considered by Collomb [6], although we also include kernel 
weights. The classical nonparametric estimators based on kernel weights 
have been studied by Nadaraya [19] and Watson [26], and more recent 
developments have been obtained, for instance, by Collomb [4, 5, 71, 
Schuster and Yakowitz [22], Revesz [21], Devroye and Wagner [ll, 121, 
Spiegelman and Sacks [23], Greblicki, Krzyzak, and Pawlak [ 131, and 
Gyorfi [14]. A nonequivariant robust version of the Nadaraya-Watson 
estimates has been studied by Hardle [ 151 under quite stronger conditions. 
Nearest neighbor methods for regression have been studied by Stone 
[24], Devroye [9, lo], Mack [17], Yang [27], and Stute [25]. 
Consistency results are obtained without requiring any regularity con- 
dition on the distribution of (X, Y). Thus the results are obtained for 
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almost all x. It is easy to see that under additional regularity assumptions 
the pointwise consistency holds for all x. 
In particular, what is required for the weight functions corresponding to 
the k,-nearest neighbor weights are just the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of any complete pointwise consistent estimator 
found by L. Devroye [lo]. 
Under some regularity conditions we obtain a strong order of con- 
vergence and the asymptotic distribution for the estimators solution of 
(1.5) by reducing the problem to obtain the corresponding results for the 
“classical” nonparametric regression estimates for bounded variables. In 
particular, asymptotic normality is stated for k-nearest neighbor with 
kernel weights and for kernel weights. For both families the asymptotic 
bias of the M-type estimates is the same as for their linear relatives. 
2. A ROBUST CONDITIONAL LOCATION FUNCTIONAL 
Let Rd denote the d-dimensional Euclidean space with the usual norm 
llxll and (X, Y) be a pair of random variables such that X is Rd valued, 
YE R defined on a probability space (Q, d, P). Throughout this section we 
assume only the following hypothesis: 
Hl. $: R + R is a strictly increasing, bounded and continuous 
function such that lim f+ +m $(l)=u>O and lim,,-, $(t)=b<O. 
DEFINITION. The robust conditional location functional defined by 
E$( YI X) = g(X) is the unique a(X)-measurable function g(X) that satisfies 
(2.1) 
for any integrable function, h, where s(X) is a robust measure of con- 
ditional scale, e.g., 
~(x)=med(I Y-m(x)l)= MAD,(x) (2.2) 
and m(x) = med(y 1 X=x) is the median of the conditional distribution. 
The following theorem proves that the definition is not vacuous. For the 
sake of simplicity we will first suppose that scale equals one. Then, instead 
of (2.1) we consider g(X) the solution of 
ww  tw y- g(W)) = 0 
for any integrable function h. 
(2.3) 
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THEOREM 2.1 (Existence and uniqueness). If $ verifies Hl, there exists 
a unique a(X)-measurable function g(X) that satisfies (2.3). Moreover, 
g(X) = I?( Y I X) is the solution of 
I s h(x) II/(~-g(x))dF(~lx=x)dF,(x)=O 
for any integrable function, h, where F( y 1 X= x) = F,,,,,(y) is a regular 
version of the conditional distribution function and F,(x) is the marginal 
distribution function of X. Then we have that 
j NY-g(x))dF(~lX=x)=O a.s. (PX). (2.4) 
Proof It suffices to find a unique solution g(x) of (2.4) and then to 
prove its measurability. Let 
J.(x, t)= j$(y-t)dF(yIX=x)=E(t/(Y-t)/X=x). 
Since y5 is continuous and bounded by the Lebesgue dominated con- 
vergence theorem, we have that 1(x, t) is a continuous function of t for 
each fixed x and that lim,, + o. A(x, t) = a and lim,, _ o. A(x, t) = b. Then 
as Ic/ is a strictly increasing function there exists a unique t, = g(x) such 
that 2(x, to) = 0. We prove measurability in three steps of approximation. 
First step. Suppose F(y 1 A’= x) is absolutely continuous with a 
density h(x, y) such that h(x, y) is a continuous function of x. Then A(x, t) 
is a continuous function in both variables. Thus from the uniqueness of the 
solution of the equation A(x, t) = 0 together with Hl, it follows that g(x) is 
a continuous function and hence g is measurable. The same holds if instead 
of F( y I X= x) we consider a finite measure. 
Second step. Consider now the case dF(y 1 X = x) = h(x, y) dy with 
h(x, y) a measurable function and j h(x, y) dy= 1 as. (P,). Let L’(U) 
denote the space of all integrable functions with respect to du(x, y) = 
dy dF,(x). Then, there exists a sequence (h,), a, of continuous and non- 
negative functions such that h, E L’(p) and lim, _ + m j Ih, - hl du = 0. 
Thus lim, _ + m J h, du = 1. Taking eventually a subsequence we may 
assume that: 
(i) lim n+ + m h,(x, Y) = hb, Y) a.s. (cl), 
(ii) lim,, +oo j Ihk Y) - W, Y)I dy = 0 a.s. (P,). 
By (ii) we have 0 <j h,(x, y) dy and lim,, +m j h,(x, y) dy = 1 as. (PX). 
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Denote by g,(x) the zero of the equation 
LAX, 1) = 1 HY - t) U-T Y) 4 (2.5) 
By step one, g,(x) is measurable function. Let g(x) = lim sup, _ + oo g,,(x). 
We will prove that g(x) = g(x) and therefore g is measurable. 
For each fixed x for which the above conditions hold, taking again a 
subsequence we may suppose that lim,, + oo g,(x) = g(x). We will show 
that 1(x, g(x)) = 0 and thus g(x) = g(x). We have that 
4x3 g(x)) = U-G E(X)) + j NY - dx))CW, Y) - Ux, ~114 (2.6) 
and 
/I NY - &))C& Y) - h”(-? Y)ldY 
G II~II, j IW, Y)-kl(x, Y)l dY, (2.7) 
where 11~11, =su~{lWN~ YER). 
By (ii) the right side of (2.7) converges to zero, consequently it is enough 
to prove that lim,, + m &(x, g(x)) = 0. From (ii) we find that there exists a 
compact set K= K(x) and n, E N such that sKC h,(x, y) dy < E for all n > no. 
Therefore, 
M& +))I = J CHY - E(x)) - NY - kLI(x))l htk Y) 4J 
G2 Wllm E+ I ItiCY - g(x)) - HY - iL(x))l k(x9 Y) dY* K 
Let K* = {UE R: d(u, K)d l}, where d(u, K)=inf{lu-ul: VEK}. As $ is 
uniformly continuous on K* - g(x), there exists 0 < 6 < 1 such that 
U, VEK*-g(x) and /u-al <S*]I,!I(U)-Jl(u)l -CC. (2.8) 
Finally choose n, > no such that I g(x) - g,,(x)1 < 6 for all n > n,. Then if 
y E K, y - g,(x) E K* - g(x), (2.8) implies 
5 b&y - i(x)) - t4Y - gAx))I h,(x, y) dY K 
<E 
s 
h,(x, y) dy < 2E 
K 
if n 3 n2, and then J.(x, g(x)) = 0. 
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Third step. We will consider now the case of an arbitrary F(y ( X= x). 
Let w,(y) be a kernel that converges to 6,, the univariate distribution hav- 
ing all its mass at the origin, for example o,(y) = 4271)-l’* exp( -n2y2/2), 
and denote by h,(x, y)= (w, * F( -(X=x))(y) the convolution of o, with 
F(y ( X= x). Then we have that h,(x, y) is a measurable function of x and 
f h,(x, y) dy = 1. Th us g,(x), the zero of An(x, t) = S t&y - t) h,(x, y) dy is a 
measurable function as proved above, and therefore the same holds for 
k!(x) = lim sup, + + ao g,(x). 
If we define F,(x, y) satisfying dF,(x, y) = h,(x, y) dF,(x) we have that 
Fn + w  Fxr, h,(x, Y) dy+ w dF( y 1 X= x) a.s. (PX). Since for each fixed x, 
$( y - g(x)) is a continuous and bounded function, 
Jy, 
li 
Jlfv - i(x)) h,(x, Y) dy 
- +(y-f(x))dF(y(X=x) =O s a.s. (PX) (2.9) 
holds. Finally an argument analogous to that used in the second step, 
replacing (2.7) by (2.9) lends to the desired conclusion. 1 
Remark 2.1. The measurability of the conditional median, defined as 
m(x)=med(YJX=x)=~(sup{y:F(y~X=x)<~} 
+inf{y: F(ylX=x)>$}), 
does not hold from the previous proof. However, in this case it is easy to 
obtain a direct proof as follows. 
Let us consider A = {(x, y): F(y ) X= x) < 4} and its sections A, = 
{y: F(y IX= x) < $1. It suffices to show that f(x) = sup A, = 
sup{ y: F( y ) X= x) < 4) is a measurable function. Given r E R, we have {x: 
f(x) < r> = (nl(A n WI’, where B = ((x, y): y 2 r> and n, is the canonical 
projection on the first coordinate. Thus f is a measurable function. 
The above argument shows that the considered scale measure s(x) = 
MAD,(x) is also a measurable function. It also holds that S(X) > 0 if the 
distribution of Y 1 X= x has not half or more than half of its mass at one 
single point. Otherwise we redefine S(X) = 1, which still leads to a 
measurable scale function. 
Remark 2.2, We can reduce the scale equivariant case solution of 
(2.1) and (2.2) to Theorem 2.1. In this case g(x) is the solution of 
5 II/( ( y - g(x))/s(x)) dF( y 1 X= x) = 0. Then, considering the random 
variable Z= Y/s(X) instead of Y we find that g(x)/s(x) is a measurable 
function. 
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This together with Remark 2.1 implies the desired result. If the dis- 
tribution of YI X= x has all its mass at one single point g(x) we have 
E#( Y 1 x= x) = g(x). 
Remark 2.3. When F( y 1 X= x) is symmetric around g(x) and Ic/ is odd, 
E$( YI X=x) = g(x), even if F(y I X= x) gives half or all its mass to a single 
point. 
Another equivariant proposal is to consider the solution of the system: 
I $((Y - &)Mx)) WY I x= XI = 0 
(2.10) 
I X((Y - g(x)Mx)) WY I X=x) = 09 
where x and F( y 1 X= x) satisfy the hypothesis required in Maronna [ 181 
for the existence and uniqueness of solutions to the system (2.10). 
Arguments similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 show the 
measurability of the solution of (2.10). 
THEOREM 2.2. (a) Assume Hl. Let {F,Jx, y)> be a sequence of dis- 
tribution functions such that 
where F,, stands for the conditional distribution function of F,,(x, y). Then we 
have that 
g,(X) = J%“( YI m + a( YI Xl a.s. (Px), 
where by Eb( Y I X) we denote the robust conditional location functional 
solution of (2.3) when the vector (X, Y) has distribution G. 
(b) Zf in addition, 
(i) s(x) is continuous at F or 
(ii) I++ is odd and F(yI X=x) is symmetric around g(x) = 
Eg( YI X= x) and continuous as a function of y, 
the same result holds for the scale equivariant proposal solution of (2.1) and 
(2.2). 
Remark 2.4. If instead of MAD,, we use any other weak continuous 
scale measure, s(X), the same result holds at any distribution such that 
P({s(x)=0})=0. 
In order to prove Theorem 2.2 we need the following lemma: 
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LEMMA 2.1. Assume that F( y 1 X = x) is continuous as a function of y and 
that F,(yjX=x)+ w F( yJ X = x). Then there exist positive constants A, B 
and n, E N such that A <s,(x) < B for n >, n,. 
Proof: As F(.IX=x) is continuous sup, IF,(yIX=x)-F(yJX=x)l 
+ 0 and therefore there exist real numbers a and b and n, EN such that 
F,,(a 1 X=x) < $ and F,Jb I X= x) > $ for n >/ n, which implies s,(x) < b-a 
for n an,. 
Choose now a, b, v E R and no E N satisfying a < F,Ja -q 1 X= x) < 
F,(ajX=x) < t<F,,(bIX=x)<F,(b+v]IX=x)<~ for all n>n,. It is 
easy to see that s,(x) > q/2 for n 2 n,. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. (a) The proof of this result is similar to that of 
Theorem 2.1. 




Let x be a point for which F,( y ) X = x) + w  F( y 1 X = x). Lemma 2.1 implies 
that A < s,(x) < B for n large enough. From (ii) we get 1(x, g(x), g) = 0 for 
all (r > 0, which together with Hl, implies that, for any E > 0, 
As 
sup n(x, g(x) + .s, a) < 0 < inf n(x, g(x) - E, a). 
A<O=SB A<Ll<B 
14x, g(x) + E, s,(x)) - WG g(x) + E, S”(X))1 
< Il$ll,sup IF,(yIX=x)-F(ylX=x)l, (2.13) 
where 1111/I) u stands for the total variation of the function II/, we have that 
47(X, g(x) + E, S”(X)) < 0 < A”(% g(x) - EY s,(x)) 
for n > n, and therefore IgJx) - g(x)( <E for n an,. 1 
Geometric Interpretation. If E( Y*) < co, it is well known that E( Y( X) 
minimizes E(( Y- h(X))*) for any measurable function h. 
Let p be such that J/ = p’, where p’ stands for the derivative of p, and Y 
be such that E(p( ( Y - g(X))/s( X))) < 00. 
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As j’$((r-g(x))/.s(x))dF(ylX=x)=O and lim,,+,p(t)= +cc we 
have that for all t E R 
s P((Y - dx))ls(x)) WY I x= xl 
6 P(Y-t)/s(x))dF(YlX=x) s 
and therefore for any measurable function h, 
holds. 
O(( y- g(J-))/s(X)) G Jw( y- W)Y4X)) 
From the following result we will obtain strong convergence rates for the 
regression estimates in Section 3. 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume that I/I is odd, continuously differentiable with 
derivative $’ positive and bounded, F( y 1 X = x) is symmetric around g(x) = 
E$(YIX=x), and that the sequence {F,,(ylX=x): nal} satisfies 
8,‘sup IFJyIX=x)-F(yIX=x)l=O(l) 
for some sequence { 13,: n 2 1 > of real positive numbers. Therefore 
8;‘Ig,(x)-g(x)l=O(l), whereg,(x)=,!$(yIX=x). 
Proof By (2.13) we have that 
0,’ SUP I&& g(x) + t, s,(x)) - &(X, g(x) + t, &@))I = O(1). 
IfI =G d
(2.14) 
By Theorem 2.2(b) Ig,(x) - g(x)\ < 6 for n 2 n,. As 1(x, g(x), a) = 0 for all 
a > 0, we have 
4x> g(x), s,(x)) - 44 g,(x), s,(x)) 
+ 4x7 &l(x), s,(x)) - J”(X, &lb), s,(x)) = 0 
which, together with (2.14), implies 
82 14x, g(x), S,(X)) - 44 g,(x), s,(x))I = w. (2.15) 
By Lemma 2.1 there exist positive constants A and B such that A < 
s,(x) < B for n 2 no. Therefore inf,,, G 6 (a/au) n(x, g(x) + u, s,(x))1 “=, > 
co > 0. Now the proof follows from (2.15) and the mean value theorem. 1 
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3. ROBUST NONPARAMETRIC METHODS FOR ESTIMATING 
THE REGRESSION FUNCTION 
In this section we will obtain robust nonparametric estimators of the 
regression function by applying consistent estimators of the conditional dis- 
tribution to the functional equations (2.1) and (2.2) defining the robust 
conditional expectation. In this way we will obtain strongly consistent and 
ASR estimates of the regression function from Theorem 2.2, and their order 
of consistency will be obtained from Theorem 2.3. We will also derive a 
central limit theorem for some of the considered families of estimates. The 
results in this section include robust estimators based on kernel type 
methods, k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) methods, nearest neighbor methods 
(NN), and nearest neighbor with kernel methods. 
Let W, Y), (Xl, YIL . . . . (X,, Y,) be i.i.d. random variables, YE R, 
XE Rd. If a subset of the Xi’s in the random sample X,,, . . . . Xns are exactly 
equal to X, which can happen if X is a discrete random variable, the 
conditional distribution of Y given X, P(. 1 X) can be estimated by 
the empirical distribution of the Yls corresponding to Xi’s equal to X, 
i.e., the empirical distribution of Y,,, . . . . Y,$. If a few or none of the X,‘s 
are exactly equal to X, it is necessary to use Y,‘s corresponding to Xi’s 
near X. This suggest considering as in Stone [24] the family of estimators 
B,,( .I X) of the form 
k7(A I J3 = 1 w,itm Z.4( YA (3.1) 
i=l 
where W,i(X) = Wnj(X, X,, . . . . X,,), 1 <i<n, is a probability weight 
function, i.e., Wni > 0, C;= 1 Wni = 1. 
We will now describe briefly the weight functions corresponding to the 
four families mentioned above: 
(a) The kernel-type methods, introduced for regression by Nadaraya 
[19] and Watson [26], correspond to 
Wni(X) = K((X, - X)/h”) ! f wtxj -x)/h,), j= 1 (3.2) 
where h = h, is a sequence of real positive numbers and K is a non-negative 
real function on Rd with J K(U) du < co. 
(b) For each 1 <j<n define Znl(x)= {i: llXi --xl1 > 11X, -x11}. Rank 
the (Xi, Y,), 1 < i< n, according to increasing values of IIXi --XII and 
obtain a vector of indices (R,, . . . . R,), where X, is the ith nearest neighbor 
of x for all i. Let k = k, be a sequence of positive integers, 1 <k < n. A 
weight function { Wnj} is called a k-nearest neighbor weight function if 
Wni(X) = 0 for all i E ZnRe(X). 
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(c) The nearest neighbor methods studied, for instance, by Stone 
[24] and by Devroye [9, lo] correspond to the sequence { Wni} satisfying 
W"i(X)=(V",,a+ .*. +U,,,,+A,-l)/Ai for 1 <i<n, (3.3) 
where vi=l+#(j: lQj<n, j#i, and l/X,-X([<llX,-XII), ii= 
l+#{j: l<j<n, j#i, and /IX,-Xll=llX,-XII} and (uni,i21> is a 
sequence of real numbers such that u,,~ 2 u,* > ... > u,, B 0, uni = 0, for 
i>n and u,,~ + ... + u,, = 1. If utii = 0 for i > k, we obtain a k-NN wieght 
function. 
(d) Denote by H, = H,(x) = I)XRk - ~11, where k = k, is a sequence 
of positive integers, 1 <k < n. Then, the nearest neighbor with kernel 




f K((Xj-x)/Htth (3.4) 
j=l 
where K: Rd + R is a non-negative function on Rd. 
If K(u) = 0 for Ilull > 1, we also obtain a k-NN weight function. The 
choice of K(u) = I,,,,, s 1(u) A( VI)-‘, where A( VI) is the Lebesgue measure of 
the unit ball on R” leads to the more usual k-nearest neighbor estimates. 
We will need the following assumptions: 
H2. There exists a sequence {c n : n > 1 > of real numbers such that 
c, 2 0, c, log n + 0, nc, + cc as n + GO, for which max,GjG,, Wnj(x, 
X 1, ..*, X,) d c, a.s. for almost all x(P*). 
H3. There exists a random variable K,, and a real number c >O 
verifying CiE InRK wni(x, XI, . . . . X,) + 0 as n + cc a.s. for almost all x(Px), 
and supn (c,K,); c a.s. for almost all x(Px). 
For the last three families considered we will now give conditions for 
which H2 and H3 are fulfilled. If a k-NN weight function { FVni} verifies H2 
and supn k,c, <c for some c > 0, then H3 is verified with K, = k,. For the 
nearest neighbor estimates c, = u,,~, and then if nu,, -+ 00, u,~ log n -P 0, 
and there exists c > 0 such that &k. u,,~ --) 0 for k, = [c/u,,], H2 and H3 
are fulfilled. If uni = 0 for i > k,, H2 and H3 hold if k,/log n -P co, k,/n + 0, 
and sup,, k,u,, < c. In particular, the weight functions corresponding to the 
uniform k,-NN weights verify H2 and H3 if k,/log n + co and k,/n -+ 0 as 
n + 00. Note that in all these cases these are the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the complete pointwise consistency obtained by Devroye 
ClOl. 
If there exist positive constants c1 and c2 such that 
Cl I,,,,, < 1 (~1 G K(u) d c&<,(u), (3.5) 
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then the nearest neighbor with kernel weights will satisfy maxi Gidn W,,j < 
c2/(clkn) and therefore H2 and H3 are fulfilled if k,/n -+ 0 and 
k,/log n + CO. 
For the weight functions corresponding to kernel methods, H2 is not 
satisfied although we will also obtain asymptotic results for the family of 
robust estimates defined through them from Theorem 2 of Greblicki, 
Krzyiak, and Pawlak [ 133. 
We will now define the robust nonparametric estimators of the 
regression function. Denote by I’,( y 1 X= x) = P,(( - cc, y] 1 X= x) and by 
s,(x) = med( 1 Y - m,(x)j) the scale measure corresponding to PJy ) X= x). 
Then, the robust estimator of the regression function, g,,(x), will be the 
solution of 
,cl Wni(X) r(/(( K - iL(x))/4t@)) = 0. (3.6) 
From now on we will let g(x) = Z?( YI X= x). 
In order to prove the consistency and robustness of these estimators we 
will need the following lemma. The proof can be found in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let us assume that W,,i is a probability weight function that 
verifies H2 and H3. Then we have that: 
(a) lim,, oc P,(A IX= x) = P( Y E A IX= x) a.s. for almost all x(PX) 
for A E d. (Moreover, we get complete pointwise consistency.) 
(b) P({sup, Ifi,,(y(X=x)-F(yJX=x)\ +O})=l for almost x(PX). 
THEOREM 3.1. Under Hl, H2, and H3 we haoe that 
(a) g,(x) + E@( YJ X= x) a.s. for almost all x(PX) 
(b) g,(x) is ASR at P,,, 
if F( y IX= x) is a continuous distribution function, symmetric around g(x) = 
I?“( Y I X = x), or if s(x) is ASR at F( . I X = x). 
The proof follows immediately from Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.1. 
Remark 3.1. If the kernel function K does not satisfy (3.5), the con- 
clusion of Lemma 3.1 and therefore Theorem 3.1 still hold if K(uz) 2 K(z) 
for ZE RP, u E [0, 11, and P, has a continuous density. This follows 
immediately from Proposition 2 of Collomb [6]. 
Remark 3.2. As noted above, kernel weights do not verify H2. 
However, Lemma 3.1 and therefore Theorem 3.1 can be obtained from 
Theorem 2 of Greblicki, Krzyiak, and Pawlak [ 131 if K and h, satisfy the 
assumptions: 
(i) h, --t 0 and nhi/log n + 00 as n + 30. 
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(ii) There exist positive constants, r, c,, c2, c3, and a bounded Bore1 
function H decreasing on (0, + co) such that ci H( lfxll) <K(x) < c2 H( /xl/), 
c3h G r (x)<K(x), and f’H(t) -+O as r --* co. 
Strong Convergence Rates 
In order to obtain strong convergence rates for the robust estimators of 
the regression function we will need some additional regularity conditions. 
H4. The vector X has a density f continuous and positive at x. 
H5. F(y ( X= x) is symmetric around g(x). 
H6. F(y 1 X= x) is continuous as a function of y and Lipschitz in x 
uniformly in y, i.e., there exists 6 >O and c > 0 such that IIu-x/ < 6 =z- 
IF(yIX=x)--F(yJX=u)l ,<c IIu-xII for ally. 
H7. There exists c>O such that P(t);’ Cis,,RK W,,i(x)<c)= 1, 
where 8, = (c, log n)l”. 
n 
H8. There exists a, > 0 such that a, < cf, + 2/dn2/d log n for all n. 
Assumption H7 is fulfilled for any k-NN weight function, in particular 
for the k-nearest neighbor with kernel if (3.5) is satisfied. A nearest 
neighbor satisfies H7 if 8; l Ci, ,+ vni is bounded. 
LEMMA 3.2. Under H2 to H4 and H6 to H8 we have that 
8;‘sup IPJyJX=x)--F(y(X=x)l=O(l) a.s. 
The proof may be found in Boente and Fraiman [2]. 
Theorem 2.3, together with Lemma 3.2, implies the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2. If @ is odd, continuously differentiable with derivative I,$’ 
positive and bounded, Hl to H8 imply that 
~,‘kn(x)-g(x))=al) as. 
Remark 3.3. The conclusion of Theorem 3.2 also holds for kernel 
weights under H4, H5, and H6 provided that the sequence {h, : n 2 1 } and 
the kernel K satisfy the conditions given in Remark 3.2 and the following 
additional conditions: h, 8;’ < A < co for all n, where 8, = (log n/nhf)1/2 
and td+2H(t) is bounded. 
Asymptotic Distribution 
In Theorem 3.3 we derive the asymptotic distribution of the robust 
regression estimates by reducing the problem to obtain the asymptotic dis- 
tribution of the “classical” nonparametric regression estimates for bounded 
variables. We will need the following additional assumptions: 
683/29/2-3 
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H9. The function I,G is twice continuously differentiable- with second 
derivative $” verifying that there exist positive constants, c, M, and s, such 
that jt,V’(t)l 6 ctPt2+&) for ItI >, M. 
HlO. E{@[(Y-g(x))/s(x)]IX=x}#O. 
Hll. There exists a real constant c > 0 and a sequence of positive 
numbers (c,: nZ l} such that c;‘E[C;=, Wj?,i(x, Xi, . . . . X,,)] <c. 
Remark 3.4. If H4 holds and the kernel K: Rd -+ R is bounded and 
satisfies j IK(u)J du< co, jlulld K(u) -0 as (lull + co, the related kernel 
weights and nearest neighbor with kernel weights satisfy Hll with 
c-l =nhz or c;‘=k,, respectively. If H2 holds, Hl 1 is satisfied for the 
n”earest neighbor weights. 
THEOREM 3.3. Under Hl, H5, H9, HlO, and Hll, for each x such that 
g,(x) --, g(x) and s,(x) -s(x) in probability, we have that c;“‘(g,(x)- 
g(x)) has the same asymptotic distribution as s(x)(x(x, g(x), s(x)))-1 . 
Cn 1’2 XI= 1 W”i(X)Zi, where x(x, t,o)=j+‘((y-t)/c)dF(ylX=x) and 
zi = IcI(( yi - g(x))ls(x)). 
An explicit form for the asymptotic distribution of the robust non- 
parametric regression estimates related to kernel and nearest neighbor with 
kernel weights is given in Theorem 3.4 under the following assumptions: 
Nl. The kernel K: Rd -+ R is bounded, nonnegative, 0 < 
j K(u) du < co, and IIuII~ K(u) + 0 as Ilull + co. 
N2. There exists O<p< co such that h,n”(d+2)+ /J as n + co. 
N3. There exists a continuous, symmetric distribution function F,, 
such that the conditional distribution F( y ) X = u) = F,,( ( y - g(u)/s(u)) with 
g and s such that 
(a) g verifies a Lipschitz condition of order one and there exists 
lim E’O (g(x +EU) - g(X))/& = g’k u), 
(b) s verifies a Lipschitz condition of order 4, i.e., IS(U)-s(x)1 < 
c lb--XII ‘I2 for some c > 0, and lim, _ o (s(x + EU) - s(x))/E~‘~ = 0. Note that 
without loss of generality we may assume that the scale function of 
F( y I X = u) is S(U) = MAD,(u). 
N4. The kernel K is twice continuously differentiable and verifies: 
(a) O<jlKI(u)ldu<oo, s$(u)du<oo, and l(~l(~K,(u)+O as 
II4 -+ co, where K,(u) = Cy= 1 (~K/c?u,)(u)u,. 
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(b) IlulIdKz(u) -+ 0 as Ilull + co, where 
K*(U) = c (d2K/&di &j)(U) UiUj and U = (ZQ, . . . . ud). 
i. i 
N5. There exists 0 < p < cc such that klldnll’d+ 2, - *Id + 
P(fb) 4 v, )Pd. 
n 
THEOREM 3.4. (a) Assume Hl, H4, H9, HlO, Nl, N2, H3, and that $ is 
odd. Then if s,(x) + s(x) in probability we have that 
W:Y2 k,(x) - g(x)) 3 N 
( J 
b,, 0: ti2W@J4 
I( 
j- V(u)df’o(u) 2 
)J 
9 
where g,(x) is given by (3.6) with Wni(x)= K((Xi -x)/h,)/ 
~,“=,K((X,-x)/h,), 6, =/?“‘+lJg’(x, u)K(u)du/(sK(u)du) and a:= 
s2(x)SK2(~)dUICf(~)(SK(~) W21. 
(b) Assume Hl, H4, H9, H10, Nl, N3, N4, N5, and that $ is odd. 
Then ifs,(x) + s(x) in probability we have that 
~~“k(X) - g(x)) -=+ b,(f(x) 4J’,)Y”, 4ft-d 
where g,(x) is given in (3.6) with Wni(x) defined in (3.4), A( VI) is the 
Lebesgue measure of the unit ball, and b, and a: are given in (a). 
Note that the asymptotic bias for the robust estimators is the same as for 
the linear kernel estimates of the regression function. A sufficient condition 
for the convergence of s,(x) is that the set F,‘(b) be a single point. 
The proofs of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 can be found in Boente and Fraiman 
L-21. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. From (a), an argument similar to that used to 
prove the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem shows that there exists NE&, with 
P(N) = 0, such that for all o 4 N, 
limsup IfJyIX=x)-F(yJX=x)J 
n- +coy 
=o for almost all x( PX). 
Therefore (b) holds. 
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In order to prove (a), let Zj = Z,( Yi) - P( Yi E A IX,) and X = 
(X x, , . . . . X,). Then lZil < 1 and E(Zi( X) = 0. Let S, = c,“= 1 
W,j(X, X,, . . . . X,) Z, and let Xtm’ = (X, X,, . . . . X,). Then we have that 
P( sup I&s,\ >&)=E(P( sup ISkl >&IX@))). 
n<k<m n<k<m 
Therefore Bernstein’s inequality implies that 
P( sup IskI>&IX(m))<2 f exp(-a/c,) 
n<kGm k=n 
with c1= &‘/(2( 1 + E)), which implies 
P( sup IskI>&)< f exp(-a/c,) 
n<k<m k=n 
62 f exp(-a/c,)-+O. 
k=n 
It remains to show that 
X,)[P( Yi E A 1 Xi) - P( Y E A 1 X)] -+ 0 a.s. 
for almost all x(Px). 
Denote by f( Xi) = P( Yi E A ) Xi), f(x) = P( YE A 1 X = x). By H3 we have 
that 
1 wni(x, xl > . . .*  xJCf(xi) -f(x)1 + 0 a.s. 
i E hK n 
for almost all x(Px). On the other hand, 
Gcfl c” I.mR,)-f(~N 
i= 1 
< f ,$ If(X&) - f(x)l, where I, = [c/c,]. 
n r=l 
As x.,“= 1 exp( -al,) < 03 by H2, we may now follow the arguments used by 
L. Devroye [9] in Theorem 4.1 and apply his Lemma 2.1, thus obtaining 
the desired result. 1 
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